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SCENE 1  Thrills and Spills 
 

A giant rope web, like a spider’s, suspended above the 
heads of the audience. 
Music: Sarah Hopkins’ Awakening Earth 
The Man Falling Apart (ADAM) is hovering on a high ledge. 
The Falling Girl (HELEN) is on a swing suspended from the 
web at eye level with the audience. 
The Boy Who Fell from Grace (FIN), is suspended above 
the audience in a frame with wings - suggesting both an 
angel and a hang-glider. 
The Fallen Woman (EVIE) is high up a ladder near the web. 
A single light on HELEN. She swings in and out of light. 
HELEN takes flash photos of the other three. 
Images of them flash up on parts of the set as she does 
this. 

 
HELEN:  Name for what I - 
   feel for how I - my eye. Not open is eye?  
   No, dark, dark. 
   Eye...lid......blink, blink, dark, light, dark light! 
 
   

Twists her body away as if from a too-bright light .  
HELEN takes photo. FLASH. Image: Empty swing. 

 
   
HELEN:  No! Not light! Blink not not, light not, NOT light! 
 

Body twists. Images: Self-portraits of Helen with bits 
missing. 
She struggles to stand on the swing 

 
HELEN:   (very fast)  
   Blink blink flash flash 
   flashlight torchlight sun-dapple sunlight  
   headlight streetlight neon light  
   flood light   floods brain     brain fizz  
   brain sparks  
   fizz - sparks - clash - spike - cross - fuse - 
   No - no!   No - no! - -  
 

Her body is now convulsing, swinging out of control.  
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   Crackle hiss jumble numb unplug rip socket  
   out out  -  
   NO! 
 

Random flashes of light from lights on base of the 
swing. 
Her words are urgent, anguished, but not shouted. 

 
   
HELEN:  No - no - no - name - no - time - no - 
   This - is - my - body - this - is - my -  
   spat on shat on this - is - my -  
   spat on shat on mouth froth blood tongue  
   I - am- seized - in - the - punishing fist of god       
            
   god’s fist smashes me shatters me 
   I look for blessing I look for love 
   god’s face throbs light not love 
   this - is - my - be - love - ed - 
   on my cross I snap and shatter 
 
(shouts)  THIS - IS -  MY- I - I - I - I - I - I -  
 
 

Her scream dies away. 
She lies limply over the swing. 
Light fades on her and up on FIN high in the space in 
a harness with wings. 

 
FIN:   Sundays. They’re sacred. 
   Oh, not to any any holy-moley stuff. 
   No, sacred to the sky. 
 
HELEN:  Dark God’s eye light 
 
FIN: My wife Jen thinks it’s irresponsible, leaping off cliffs when 

you’ve got two kids and a mortgage. 
   But I tell her, it’s only dangerous if you’re stupid. 

They say the very best place to glide is off Point Warning,  
   where I grew up.    
   Of course we didn’t do it then. Hadn’t been invented. 
   And now, whenever we go back, something always comes up. 
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   Either it’s blowing a gale or one of the kids gets crook or some 
    other damn thing - I’m beginning to think it’s some kind of 
jinx.  
   Not that I’m superstitious! 
   Next year they’re holding the state championships there. 
   And nothing’ll keep me out of the sky for that one. 
   
 
 
HELEN:(swinging a little) Not light.....Not light..... 
 
FIN:   It’s brilliant. Feeling the world fall away from you.                
   One “puh” (blowing out breath) and you could wipe out a whole 
    city! 
   No engine, no mechanical devices. 
   Just heart, muscle and mind working as one. 
   Like a bird. Or an angel. That’s my idea of Paradise. 
 

Lights up on EVIE at top of ladder 
 
EVIE:   The hard part is not the falling. 
   The hard part is coming back to earth 
 
HELEN:  Something here could whisper me my name but it won’t. 
  
 
EVIE:   The night before the jump I had a dream. 
   Not about parachutes or planes, so I didn’t connect it at first.  

I dreamed of walking into an empty room which I knew was my 
bedroom. 

   It was a bare room. No photos, no memories. 
   I looked down, and realised there were no floorboards. 
   I was walking on the scaffolding. 
   There was a three storey drop at my feet. 
 

Lights up on HELEN still lying limply on the swing  
 
HELEN:  I am dead.   
   And resurrected too many times. 
       Punctured tongue blood-thick no words of prophesy.  
   No visions. 
   This is my body, this is my - 
    take, eat in the memory of....... 
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Lights up dimly on ADAM, standing on the edge of the 
balcony. 

 
ADAM:  I know I have to get out.  
 
HELEN:  I am where I can’t reach . 
 
ADAM:  The lift, the stairs would  take too long. 
   So I jump from the window. 
 

 
ADAM jumps from the ledge. He is harnessed and 
hangs suspended at an angle. 

 
 
HELEN:  I have dropped pieces where I can never find them. 
 

Liights off HELEN.  
 
ADAM:  It is very peaceful. Nothing matters any more.  
   I think  “Oh well, this is the end.” 
 

He is jerked back on to the ledge 
 
ADAM:  But it isn’t the end. Someone is screaming, screaming in my ear.  
    I wish they would bloody well shut up and let me sleep. 
 
   It is me who is screaming. 
   I hear sirens. Cops!  
   I know I have committed some terrible crime.              
   But what? 
    I couldn’t say “I love you”. Was that it? 
 
   But it ‘s worse than that. Much worse.      
   I have killed someone.  
   The proverbial innocent bystander.  
   I imagine he had the sweet perplexed expression of   
    a Leunig cartoon.    
 

IMAGE:  FIN wearing his angel/hang gliding wings, 
with ADAM on his shoulders. 

   
   I meant to kill myself. It wasn’t premeditated.  
   But I did mean it.  
   I didn’t mean to kill him. I had no idea he was there.  
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